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A manual search is needed for this type of search. Your search fee has been refunded and the work performed on
this search is complimentary.

Concepts and key-words used in this search (note that the symbol * designates a wild-card, so door* = door, doorway, etc.):
brush
holder
sizes

Î
Î
Î

bit or bits or drill or drills or tool or tools or brush* or artist*
hold* or rack* or drip* or support*
sized or sizes

US Patent Classifications Searched:
206
211
248
220

Î
Î
Î
Î

Special Receptacle or Package;
Supports: Racks;
Supports;
Receptacles;
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Notes and Opinion from the Researcher:

Based on my review of the patents generated in this report, it appears that
the concept of a paint brush rack is not new. There are several references
that provide means for holding brushes onto a vertical or horizontal
surface, such as may be found on an easel. There are quite a few patents
having a resilient rubber or foam member for holding the body of the paint
brush, and many of these references teach holding of paint brushes of
varying sizes. While these are not directed towards mounting on an easel
per se, it is thought that changing the mounting surface alone would almost
certainly be considered obvious to a Patent Examiner.
Unless you can come up with something that is not shown in these prior art
patents, such as a unique or novel way of providing a resilient clip for the
brush body, it would seem that an application filed on this invention would
be rejected at the PTO. That having been said, there are many similar
devices, as the prior attests to, so it stands to reason that the
improvements wouldn’t have to be all that considerable. All of these other
inventors received patents on their similar ideas, so why shouldn’t you? In
any event, such a patent would likely not be a very strong patent, since
there are so many other similar items that have come before it.
It should also be noted that there is no guarantee that a patent search is
ever totally complete, inasmuch as the United States patent system presently
includes almost seven million U.S. patents which are classified and crossclassified within one or more of 125,000+ classification areas. It is,
therefore, exceedingly difficult to be more than reasonably certain that the
most pertinent patent art has been located. As such, before you make large
investments into your invention in terms of developing prototypes, tooling,
production runs, and the like, you are advised that the issuance of a U.S.
Patent is the final word in terms of patentability, and a search of this
type is never 100% certain of finding every pertinent reference.
Your Researcher:
Kevin Prince, 1-800-399-0181, ext. 1, kevin@quickpatents.com
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Carefully review the full patent documents (if provided) and the summaries/abstracts provided on the A, B, and/or C lists,
paying particular attention to those on the A list. These are the patents that your researcher felt were most relevant to
your invention.
Note that not all patents may have been printed. If there is a patent that appears to be relevant from the list, or that you
just want to print-out for your information, you can obtain a copy for free by going to www.uspto.gov, click on “search”
under “patents” on the left-hand side of the screen, and then select “number search” so that you can type in the patent
number of the reference you’re interested in. You may need to download “InterniTIFF” viewer first by selecting the link
“How to Access Full-Page Images” which will take you to http://www.uspto.gov/patft/help/images.htm. Call if you have
any problems with this and we’ll walk you through the process. You only have to install InterniTIFF once on your
computer to view any number of patents for free from the PTO’s website.
What to do next:
To obtain a patent in the U.S., the invention must be useful, novel, and “non-obvious.” It’s the “non-obvious” requirement
that presents the biggest problem for most inventors. By “obvious,” the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office means “obvious
to one skilled in the art.” So if your invention can be “put together” by combining different elements from, for example,
patents 1, 2 and 3, then it may run the risk of being rejected as unpatentable over these “prior art” patents. In our
experience, about 90% of the inventions we search for fall into this category. Note, however, that even for these 90%
there is still a chance to obtain a patent, and there is a way of obtaining a “patent pending” status for relatively little
expense even if there is little hope of getting a patent in the future due to the number and relevancy of the prior art.
If, however, your invention cannot be “pieced together” by the elements in this search report (for example, your invention
has fewer elements than any of the prior art patents, or unique and new elements), then your invention may be
patentable, and perhaps even strongly so.
For more information about patents, visit the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office website at www.uspto.gov.
We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you, and please don’t hesitate to call with questions.
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Publication Title
Representative Image

Abstract

Pub. Date

USD481930 Appliance holder

2003-11-11

US6626402 Cleaning tool holder
An aluminum cleaning tool holder that is rust-proof and may be hung
outdoors. The cleaning tool holder has an aluminum profile into which
attachment panels featuring rubber rings for hanging may be slid.
Attachment panels may feature various numbers of rings and may be
mixed and matched according to necessity, with more or fewer rubber
rings added. Plastic lids secure the attachment panels in place. Each
rubber ring features a series of interior rubber grips which are flexible
and thus can accommodate a wide arrange of pole sizes from thick to
thin. Additionally, each rubber grip features a hook in the front from
which smaller items such as cleaning supplies or other tools may be
suspended.

2003-09-30

US20030168356A1 Artist paint brush case with removable paint brush hangers
2003-09-11
Artist paint brush box having brush hanger members fitted into the
box whereby the brush handles are enlarged at the ends remote from the
brushes to prevent the brushes from falling out of the hangers. The brush
holders can be removed from the interior of the box and mounted for use
on the exterior of the box.

US6412735 Mechanism for grasping implements method of manufacturing
2002-07-02
same, and fastening devices employed therein
Plural resilient gripping members grasp the handle or shaft of a
toothbrush. Two opposed sets of resilient gripping members are mounted
in a recess in the body of the toothbrush holder to form a grasping
mechanism. Because the gripping members are resiliently deformable,
they will grip between one another brush handles that have a wide range
of dimensions and profiles.
USD454740 Toothbrush holder

2002-03-26
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USD435185 Barber's clipper holder

2000-12-19

USD413035 Large spice jar rack

1999-08-24

1998-12-01
US5842583 Paintbrush holder
A convenient, easily transportable holder for a large number of artists'
paintbrushes of various sizes and diameters arranged for ready-access by
the artists. The holder has a base of sheet metal with a top and sides
which provides support for a spiral band along the top. The sides may be
so dimensioned or angularly oriented with respect to the top so that the
top is canted at an acute angle to the surface of a support of table on
which the edges of the sides rest. The paintbrushes are held by friction fit
because of the spring-like characteristics of the band between the turns
of the spiral, notwithstanding that the brushes may be of different
diameter. The artists may readily insert or remove one or more of the
multiplicity of brushes for use while the others remain between the spiral
turns of the band. The holder may have one side which defines with the
top, a clip so that the holder is receivable over the edge of an artist's
palette. A retaining rod holds the spring between the inside of the top
and turns of the spring which project through angled slots cut into the top
alignment with the spiral turns of the band.
US5738228 Object holder
1998-04-14
An attractive and portable object holder which can grip, hold, and contain
objects, e.g., pens, pencils, tools, and artists' paint brushes, and the like,
is disclosed. The rectilinear holder, along with its interior gripping bristles,
is injection molded with polyethylene, polypropylene, or other similarly
resilient plastic in a single mold. The flexible bristles act to grip and hold
objects that are inserted between the bristles. The bristle qualities are
chosen to be resilient and flexible to repeatedly grip, hold, and contain
quantities of inserted objects without the bulky design or the ineffective
grip-and-hold associated with the prior-art devices.
US5678700 Reel and rod hanger
1997-10-21
A reel and rod hanger (26) which comprises a bracket (28). A facility (30)
in the bracket (28) is for holding a plurality of fishing rods (10) and reels
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(12) in inverted positions with the tips of the fishing rods (10) extending
down. A structure (32) is for mounting the bracket (28) to a vertical
support (34). Any moisture on the fishing rods (10) and reels (12) will
flow away from the reels (12), down the fishing lines (22) towards the
tips of the fishing rod (12) to keep moisture out of the housings (24) of
the reels (12) and prevent corrosion from setting in.

USD379427 Between the studs spring grips

1997-05-27

USD379060 Between the studs grip clips

1997-05-06

US5570794 Storage rack for small articles
1996-11-05
A storage rack for small articles having an elongated support bar in which
are formed a multiplicity of transverse slots along the length thereof.
Each slot extends from the front to the back of the support bar and each
slot is open at its top but closed at its bottom. A bottom ledge extends
outwardly of the slots at the front and rear edges of the support bar. A
tenon on the support bar extends upwardly into the slots. Undercuts are
formed in the support bar creating overhangs on opposite sides of each
slot above the tenon. A multiplicity of retainer loops formed of a strip of a
tough, resilient, abrasive-resistant resin are provided. Each retainer loop
has a bite portion positioned outwardly of the front edge of the support
bar and two legs positioned in one of the slots with each leg engaging an
overhang on an opposite side of its slot and the bottom ledge. A
downwardly opening notch is formed in each leg with the notch fitted
over and receiving the tenon to preclude withdrawal of the loops
forwardly through the slots.
US5398820 Doll-holder wall mount
A doll holder wall mount having a planar wall mount to which are
connected a plurality of doll holder members equipped with m-shaped
doll grips for holding a doll in the contact region of the m-shaped doll
grips. A flange overhang is integrally connected to the wall mount and is

1995-03-21
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provided with wall-hanging crevices for engaging nails attached to a wall.
The doll holder wall mount has screwable support members for engaging
support member receptacles attached to the back of the planar wall
mount to allow the doll holder wall mount to be supported on a level
surface if desired.
US5080240 Caulking gun rack
1992-01-14
A rack, for caulking guns or the standard cartridges which fit them,
includes upwardly-projecting cones adapted to plug the opened plastic
nozzles of caulking cartridges when the cartridge nozzles are lowered
onto the cones. An air-tight seal is formed as the plastic nozzle of a
cartridge conforms to and grips the cone. The weight of the cartridge
helps to insert the cone. The rack includes grips disposed above the
cones for holding either cartridges, or guns with cartridges therein. The
grips are of the resilient arm type, preferably with rubber-covered arms
so the that the cartridges, after being forced down onto the cones, will
not work upward. The rack includes a serrated nozzle-cutting edge and a
holder for a nail to puncture the inner membrane of a cartridge.

US5005710 Retaining device
1991-04-09
A retaining device with a foam block 1 having incisions and a frame 2. On
account of its flexibility the foam is able to receive various objects such
as tools, appliances and other utensils and to keep these ready for use by
means of adhesion. In addition, cables may be looped therein. It may
also serve as a sales aid (display) and/or transport holder. It is simple to
mount since it can have a self-adhesive mounting surface or be
reinforced by a holder of metal, wood, plastic or another material which
can be both applied by adhesion or screwed into place.
1990-06-26
US4936469 Storage rack for small articles
A storage rack for small articles of all types and configurations
incorporates an elongated main support bar with a multiplicity of
longitudinally spaced, open top transverse slots; a multiplicity of retainer
loops of tough, resilient, abrasion resistant resin such as PET are inserted
in and project forwardly from the slots. The ends of the retainer loop legs
are bent at right angles and held in a recess in the back of the support
bar by a back member, whereas a cover over the tops of the slots
precludes upward withdrawal of the retainer loops. A front ledge on the
support bar, below the retainer loops, effectively narrows the space
between the adjacent retainer loops; a similar ledge is preferably present
above the loops.
US4781608 Busbar holder of plastic
A receptacle in the form of a clip for busbar holders that are made of
plastic. The holder consists of a mounting plate that has margins which
are inwardly recessed and project beyond their wider sides along its
longitudinal edges. Each clip extends out of a web that fits under the
recessed margins. The holders can be suspended and have parallel
busbars. The ends of the webs, which constitute a component of the
clips, are trimmed narrower. The webs are twice as long as the clips and
have an extension that fits under the recessed margins of the mounting
plate. The clips are cast onto one end of the webs with allowance left for
the extension. The side of the webs that faces away from the clips has a
positioning pin that extends into apertures provided for that purpose in
the mounting plate.

1988-11-01

USD294457 Miniature light wall mount bracket

1988-03-01
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US4573569 Storage and display case
1986-03-04
A storage and display case having an open top enclosure formed of two
portions hingedly connected at the middle of the enclosure. The hinged
relation between the enclosure portions permits the enclosure to be
supported in a V-shaped configuration between the sidewalls or end walls
of an enclosure cover. One of the enclosure portions is provided with
means for holding elongated objects, such as paintbrushes, in the form of
a slotted frame affixed between the sidewalls of the enclosure portion and
a row of clips or grippers. The slots in the frame progressively increase in
width from one end of the frame to the other end thereof and the
distance between the consecutive grippers in the row progressively
increases in a corresponding manner.
USD273544 Tool rack

1984-04-24

1982-04-20
US4325484 Holder for elongated articles
The invention relates to a holder for elongated articles such as handles of
brooms, fishing rods and other sporting equipment. The holder comprises
a base member 11 to which is attached a pair of curved metal strips 15 of
channel construction. An elongated bristle strip 17 is mounted in each
metal strip 15 so that the bristle strips extend towards each other in endto-end contact. The bristles may, however, be spaced apart and the
metal strips 15 may be adjustably mounted on the base member 11.

USD252429 Rack for spice containers

1979-07-24

US3946877 Clip-type holder for toothbrushes or the like
A multiclip plastic holder for toothbrushes, razors and other like articles
has a base strip coated with a pressure-sensitive adhesive on its back

1976-03-30
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side permitting the strip to be applied securely to any clean, firm surface
whether flat or round. Integral with the base strip at spaced intervals
therealong is a plurality of sets of coacting clip fingers each with
outwardly-flared tips and suitably larger spacing midway therebetween to
permit the handle of a toothbrush to be pressed therebetween from the
outer end and to grip the handle and hold the same releasably in place.
Each set of clip fingers is integral with the base strip over a sufficiently
narrow length thereof to retain a flexibility for even adhesive application
of the base strip to uneven surfaces without affecting the grip of the
coacting clip fingers. In an alternative embodiment, the base strip has
also clip members at the ends receiving cores to which a protective liner
for the pressure-sensitive coating is attached. One of these cores is
enlarged to serve as a spool which when pulled from one clip can be
rolled along the back side of the base member to wind up the liner and to
be then snapped into the second clip at the other end. When the holder is
detached from a wall and is to be packed with other belongings for a later
use, the spool is pulled from the second clip, rolled along the back side of
the base strip to reapply the protective liner and is then snapped back
into the first clip.
USD175455 title unavailable - see image

1955-08-01

US2708523 title unavailable - see image

1955-05-01

US2707052 title unavailable - see image

1955-04-01
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US2591041 title unavailable - see image

1952-04-01

US2569021 title unavailable - see image

1951-09-01

US2591805 title unavailable - see image

1950-06-01

US2508945 title unavailable - see image

1950-05-01

US1655881 title unavailable - see image

1928-01-01
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US1354983 title unavailable - see image

1920-10-01

(p1/3)

US794065 title unavailable - see image

1905-07-01

(p1/3)

US689667 title unavailable - see image

1901-12-01

(p1/4)

US646969 title unavailable - see image

1900-04-01
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US316062 title unavailable - see image

1885-04-01
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2004-07-06
US6757931 Paintbrush holder
A protective holder for use with a paintbrush. The holder has a flexible
sleeve that is configured to be snuggly positioned about a substantial
portion of a paintbrush body. The sleeve has an aperture through which
the handle of a brush may extend, and may also include absorbent
material that captures liquid that dribbles down from the applicator
portion of a paintbrush when the paintbrush is held vertically. The holder
also has a protective, segmented skirt that is operatively connected to
the sleeve and whose segments or panels may be selectively moved
between a protective storage position where the skirt substantially
encircles the applicator portion of a brush, and a protective use position
where the skirt substantially encircles the handle of a brush. The holder
also may have a fastener to maintain the skirt in either of its protective
positions.
USD482255 Tool holder

2003-11-18

2003-09-09
US6616110 Paint can attachment with brush holding slot
A paint can attachment for supporting a paintbrush in a generally vertical
position adapted to be removably mounted on an annular rim of a paint
can having an inner circular wall with inner and outer surfaces, an
annular bead at the top end thereof, and a concentric radially spaced
circular rim channel. The attachment is a resilient integrally formed
member having a planar generally crescent-shaped main body portion
with lateral sides, an arcuate inner edge, a semicircular outer edge
defined by a peripheral semicircular lip depending from an underside of
the main body portion adapted to resiliently engage the outer surface of
the inner wall of the rim, and a semicircular rib depending from the
underside of the main body in radially inward spaced relation to the lip
and terminating in an inner bead at its lower end adapted to snap over
and frictionally engage the annular bead at the top of the rim inner wall.
A generally rectangular slot in the main body portion extends radially
outward from the arcuate inner edge and terminates a distance inwardly
from the semicircular rib. The slot receives the handle portion of a
paintbrush such that the paintbrush is supported in an upright generally
vertical position in the paint can.
US20030135945A1 Paintbrush holder
2003-07-24
A protective holder for use with a paintbrush. The holder has a flexible
sleeve that is configured to be snuggly positioned about a substantial
portion of a paintbrush body. The sleeve has an aperture through which
the handle of a brush may extend, and may also include absorbent
material that captures liquid that dribbles down from the applicator
portion of a paintbrush when the paintbrush is held vertically. The holder
also has a protective, segmented skirt that is operatively connected to
the sleeve and whose segments or panels may be selectively moved
between a protective storage position where the skirt substantially
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encircles the applicator portion of a brush, and a protective use position
where the skirt substantially encircles the handle of a brush. The holder
also may have a fastener to maintain the skirt in either of its protective
positions.

US20030127348A1 Artist paint brush case with removable paint brush hangers
2003-07-10
Artist paint brush box having brush hanger members fitted into the
box whereby the brush handles are enlarged at the ends remote from the
brushes to prevent the brushes from falling out of the hangers. The brush
holders can be removed from the interior of the box and mounted for use
on the exterior of the box.

2002-08-20
US6435357 Tool holding device
A tool holding device includes a channel member having grooves defined
in two opposed longitudinal sides thereof so that a clamping assembly is
movably engaged between the two grooves. A second groove is defined
in a surface of at least one of the sides so that a connection portion of a
hook assembly is engaged with the second groove. Two holes are defined
in the clamping assembly and a fixed member extends from the clamping
assembly. A clamp member is eccentrically engaged with one of the two
holes so as to pivotably clamp a shank of a tool against the fixed
member.

US6425489 Tool holder
2002-07-30
A tool stand having a one-piece body with a cavity, the cavity having an
opening defined by two side walls, a bottom and a back. A cover is
secured to the body and sized to close the cavity. In the preferred
embodiment, the cover slopes downwardly from the back toward the
bottom of the body. The cover has at least two rows of apertures, with
the apertures being sized and shaped to receive the shanks of the tools
to be stored in the holder. The body includes at least one divider integral
therewith that is disposed in the cavity substantially perpendicular to the
cover so as to form a divider between the first and second rows of
apertures. This divider prevents the shanks of any tools held in one row
of apertures from interfering with the shanks of any tools held in the
other row of apertures. The tool holder may include either, or both,
vertical and horizontal flanges for securing the holder to vertical or
horizontal surfaces. The side walls may also include an aperture and
projecting stud that are sized and spaced so that the stud on one side
wall mates with an aperture or the side wall of an adjacent tool holder, so
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as to interlock two similar tool holders.
US6367628 Tool holder device for hexagonal wrenches
2002-04-09
A tool holder device comprises a main board, a slide seat releasably
engaged with the main board and including a plurality of pegs, and a tool
holder including a plurality of receptacles with different diameters for
releasably holding wrenches of various sizes. The tool holder is releasably
engaged with the slide seat. Each receptacle includes a resilient holding
member for releasably holding an associated wrench in place. When the
tool holder is engaged with the slide seat, each peg of the slide seat is
received in an associated receptacle of the tool holder, and a wrench
received in the tool holder rests on an associated peg with the wrench
being not held by an associated holding means, thereby allowing ready
removal of the wrench from the tool holder.
USD451729 Double toothbrush, toothpaste holder

2001-12-11

2001-08-02
US20010010291A1 Tool holder device for hexagonal wrenches
A tool holder device comprises a main board, a slide seat releasably
engaged with the main board and including a plurality of pegs, and a tool
holder including a plurality of receptacles with different diameters for
releasably holding wrenches of various sizes. The tool holder is releasably
engaged with the slide seat. Each receptacle includes a resilient holding
member for releasably holding an associated wrench in place. When the
tool holder is engaged with the slide seat, each peg of the-slide seat is
received in an associated receptacle of the tool holder, and a wrench
received in the tool holder rests on an associated peg with the wrench
being not held by an associated holding means, thereby allowing ready
removal of the wrench from the tool holder.
US6237802 Angled-cut paint brush holder
2001-05-29
An angled-cut paint brush holder that is attached to the outer portion
of a paint container is disclosed. The holder comprises a brush vessel
having an angle shape opening formed by a tall inside wall and three
short exterior walls toward the bottom cover. The inside wall of the brush
vessel has a guide to secure the brush handle, envelops over the open
top rim of the paint container, so that the vessel is placed vertically along
side the paint container, extending to the bottom edge of the container.

US6135310 Combination paint brush holder and paint pourer unit for paint
cans
A combination paint brush holder and paint pourer unit for paint cans. It
has a horizontally oriented annular neck portion designed to removably
snap fit into the top end opening of a paint can. Connected to the top
edge of the annular neck portion is a horizontally oriented upper wall
portion having a pouring spout formed at its front end. It's left and right
sides each have a vertical recess in their outer surface for capturing a

2000-10-24
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wire bail handle of a paint can when it raised to a vertical position. A
paint brush wiper portion is connected to the top edge of the annular
neck portion adjacent the rear end of the upper wall portion. An auxiliary
handle is detachably secured to the metal wire bail handle of a paint can.
The auxiliary handle has a strip of hook or loop fastening material
secured to its front or rear surface that matably receives a strip of hook
or loop material that would be attached to the handle of a paint brush.
While the paint can handle is captured in its vertical position, the paint
brush can be detachably secured to the auxiliary handle at various
heights depending upon how much of the paint brush bristles a user
wishes to dip into the paint within the can.
US6112897 Tool holders
A tool holder includes a number of spaced holes. An inner periphery
defining each hole includes a cutout defined therein. A periphery that
defines each cutout includes a resilient retaining element projected
therefrom. Each resilient retaining element has a portion projected into
an associated hole.

2000-09-05

US5996952 Paint brush holder
1999-12-07
The present invention provides an apparatus which is engageable with at
least a portion of a rim portion of an open paint can for holding a paint
brush in a predetermined position which is at least one of over and within
an opening of such paint can when such paint brush is not in use. Such
apparatus comprises an arcuately shaped member having a
predetermined length and a predetermined degree of curvature for
securing such apparatus to such rim portion of such paint can in an
operable position. Such arcuately shaped member includes a first portion
having an arcuate shape in a length dimension and having a generally
inverted U-shape in a depth dimension. Such first portion being
engageable with such rim portion of such paint can. Such apparatus
further includes an inverted L-shaped rod like member having a generally
vertically disposed leg portion and a generally horizontally disposed leg
portion positionable over an open paint can during use of such apparatus.
Such apparatus also has a securing mechanism connected to an
outwardly facing portion of such arcuately shaped member for securing
such inverted L-shaped rod like member into an operating position during
such use of such apparatus.
1999-06-29
US5915573 Storage rack with gripping channel for support loops
A storage rack for small articles including an elongated housing having a
back wall, a front wall and top and bottom walls. An elongated opening is
formed in the front wall of the housing. The elongated opening is defined
by inwardly extending portions of the front wall thereby forming hooks. A
multiplicity of retainer loops formed of a strip of a tough, resilient,
abrasive-resistant resin is provided for the storage rack. Each retainer
loop has a bight portion positioned outwardly of the front wall of the
housing and two legs extending through the elongated opening to
position the distal ends of the loop inside the housing. A pair of hook
engaging notches are formed in the distal end of each of the legs. The
hook engaging notches receive the opening defining hooks of the housing
to preclude withdrawal of the retainer loops through said elongated
opening. In one embodiment the inwardly extending portions of the front
wall defining the opening extend parallel to the top and bottom walls of
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the housing while in the other embodiment of the invention the inwardly
extending portions are reversely curved.
1998-07-14
US5779066 Storage rack with retainer loops maintaining uniform pressure
against the articles being held
A rack for supporting small articles or aligning wires. The rack may either
be hung on a vertical surface or seated on a horizontal surface. The rack
includes an elongated housing with an elongated entrance slot formed in
its front wall. A multiplicity of retainer loops are supported side-by-side
on the elongated housing with their bight portions in front of the housing
to receive and support the small articles and to align the wires. The
retainer loops are formed with tails which hold them in the elongated
housing and have slots which fit over a rib in the housing to prevent
twisting of the loops. The end of the rib may be enlarged to be received
in complementary shaped slots in the loops to increase pull out resistance
of the retainer loops. When small articles or wires are inserted between
pairs of retainer loops, the tails of the loops will slide along the rib to
accommodate articles of varying cross sections while maintaining
essentially uniform pressure against the articles being held. The rack is
formed so that it may be supported by fasteners, suction cups or
adhesive, including stick wax blocks of adhesive.
US5775520 Storage rack with modular pairs of support loops maintaining
1998-07-07
uniform pressure against the articles
An elongated storage rack for supporting small articles and things. The
storage rack includes an elongated support having a bracket receiving
channel adapted to receive a number of brackets. An elongated bracket
has arms located at opposite ends of and extending outwardly of the
bracket. A pair of support loops are held in each bracket between the
outwardly extending arms. Each pair of support loops is formed as a
plastic strip having a pair of legs connected by a bight portion. One leg of
each support loop is positioned contiguously relative to a similar leg of
the other support loop of the pair. The other leg of a pair of support loops
is positioned remotely of the similar leg of the other support loop of the
pair. The remotely positioned legs of a pair of loops each have base
portions attachable to the bracket. The contiguously positioned legs are
mounted for slidable movement towards and away from each other to
provide a uniform support pressure against a small article or thing
positioned between the contiguously positioned legs.
US5727697 Organizing device
1998-03-17
An organizing device (10) includes a platform (12) having a first end (2),
a second end (4), and a channel (20) extending along at least a portion
of the platform (12) between the first end (2) and the second end (4). A
plurality of securing members (28) are coupled to the platform (12) using
the channel (20). Each securing member (28) exerts a securing force
upon one or more adjacent securing members (28). The device (10)
secures an item (31) placed between adjacent securing members (28)
using the securing force. The plurality of securing members (28) includes
a hooking element (46) having a hook (86) and operable to support an
item using the hook (86).
US5718342 Easily assembled storage rack with support loops
1998-02-17
A storage rack for small articles, including an elongated housing having a
top wall, a bottom wall and end walls. An elongated support bar is located
between the top and bottom walls and extends between the end walls to
which it is fastened. The elongated support bar has a transverse cross
section which is non-circular. A multiplicity of retainer loops are mounted
side by side on the elongated support bar with the end retainer loops
constrained by engagement with the end walls of the elongated housing.
Each retainer loop is formed of a strip of a tough, resilient, abrasive
resistant resin having a bight portion and two legs. An opening is formed
in each leg of each retainer loop near the distal end of the leg and is used
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for mounting the retainer loop on the elongated support bar. Each
opening in each leg has a shape similar to but larger than the noncircular transverse cross section of the elongated support bar. A two-way
retainer loop stop is formed at one end of the elongated support bar and
a one-way stop, allowing the mounting of the retainer loops on, but not
removal of the retainer loops from, is formed at the opposite end of the
support bar to permit the retainer loops to be mounted on the support
bar before the support bar is installed in the storage rack.
1997-03-11
US5609259 Modern toothbrush holder
A toothbrush holder comprises a generally planar support plate having at
least one L-shaped slot formed at the periphery thereof, the L-shaped
slot has a necked portion for retaining the toothbrush. The L-shaped slot
may have a major axis and a minor axis. The minor axis of the L-shaped
slot may intersect the periphery of the support plate. The necked portion
may be provided at a position on the major axis of the L-shaped slot,
positioned approximately halfway along the major axis of the L-shaped
slot. In a second embodiment of the present invention, the L-shaped slot
may be provided with a countersunk or counterbored portion provided
along the major axis of the L-shaped slot to retain a toothbrush. The
countersunk or counterbored portion may be provided at an end of the Lshaped slot furthest from the minor axis. In a third embodiment of the
present invention, a milled portion may be provided along the major axis
of the L-shaped slot to retain a toothbrush. The milled portion may be
provided at an end of the L-shaped slot furthest from the minor axis.
USD373943 Tool holder, especially for allen wrenches

1996-09-24

1995-05-30
US5419443 Holder for tools and other objects
Holder for tools and other objects is provided which substantially includes
at least one rail having a uniform cross section along its longitudinal
dimension and a plurality of holding devices fastened thereto. Each
holding device is formed by a strip of determined length and width which
is produced from resilient material and has fastening means at both ends.
The fastening means are adapted to the rail and constructed for
arrangement thereon. The holding device is bent in a U-shape and
fastened at the rail so as to be displaceable in the longitudinal direction of
the rail by its ends which form legs. The strip is constructed so that the
center region of its length is narrower than the two end regions forming
the legs and stiffening means are arranged on the inner side of the strip
in the center of the wider end regions, which stiffening means project into
the interior formed by the U-shaped strips and are directed toward the
base of the rail.
US5388694 Wrench holder/organizer for tool box
The instant invention provides for a wrench tool organizer and storage
device. The organizer and storage device includes a single, flat, planar
base having an upper face and a lower face and at least one pair of
wrench retaining and sorting projections spacedly attached to the upper

1995-02-14
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face of the planar base so as to accommodate a wide variety of wrench
sizes, each wrench retaining and sorting projection of the pair being
positioned relative to the other in a manner which allows one or more
wrenches to be retained by both projections of the pair at the same time.
Additionally, the device includes one or more allen wrench head retaining
and sorting projections attached to the upper face of the planar base for
holding and sorting the head of at least one allen wrench and at least one
allen wrench handle retaining and sorting projection attached to the
upper face of the planar base for holding and sorting the drive handle of
at least one allen wrench. The allen wrench head retaining and sorting
projections and the allen wrench handle retaining and sorting projections
being spacedly attached to the planar base so as to allow at least one
allen wrench to engage both the head and the handle retaining and
sorting projections at the same time.
US5191975 Packaging device and packaging assembly
1993-03-09
A packaging device for use in retaining a plurality of containers comprises
a longitudinal central section and a plurality of means for gripping
containers. Preferably the gripping means comprise pairs of resilient
flexible prongs, with these pairs of prongs arranged along opposite sides
of the longitudinal central section. A packaging assembly for retaining
and distributing containers, which packaging assembly includes the
packaging device, is also disclosed.
US5072904 Artists' brush holder
1991-12-17
A device for holding artists' brushes and the like having two pairs of
opposed rows of reeds with their tips in close proximity, the reeds
deflecting to support the handle of the brush at spaced apart points. The
device permits the brushes to be stored horizontally to prevent draining
of wet paint onto the handles, or in other attitudes that may be preferred
by the user.

US5072868 Portable wet paint brush holder
1991-12-17
A portable wet paint brush holder which is formed by a substantially
rectangular bottom panel, vertical front and rear walls, and substantially
rectangular side walls forming an enclosure with a top opening for
receiving the brush portion of a conventional paint brush having the
handle extending in an upward direction. One of the side walls of the
holder is substantially vertical, but the other is outwardly inclined from
the vertical at the bottom by an acute angle of the order of thirty degrees
so that the enclosure top opening is larger than the bottom portion. A
flexible clip is attached to the rear wall adjacent to the angled side wall
and the top of the rear wall for holding the paint brush handle and a
flexible hinged gripper extends from the rear wall at the top for securing
the holder to an external object such as the painter's belt or to a ladder
strut or the lip of a paint can.
US4995509 Disposable toothbrush sanitizing and storage device
1991-02-26
A disposable device for simultaneously storing and cleaning a toothbrush
includes a support base and a removable storage receptacle. Within the
storage receptacle is located a liquid disinfectant and bristle arms to
contact and clean the body portion and bristles of a toothbrush during the
insertion and removal of the toothbrush. A strippable plastic seal closes
the receptacle until the time of use.

US4860891 Paint and brush holder

1989-08-29
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A paint and brush holder is provided and consists of an elongated housing
for supporting a paint brush in a vertical position over a paint reservoir
base with paint brush bristles facing downwardly so that in one situation
paint can drip from the bristles back into the paint reservoir base and in
another situation paint can cover the bristles to keep them moist when
the paint brush is not being used during a short period of time.

1987-01-20
US4637580 Food storage device
In combination, a closing assembly means for resealably closing and
sealing the neck of a food bag and a storage rack means for supporting
the closing assembly. A plurality of disk-shaped members each receiving
in a cavity centrally therethrough the neck of a food bag or like container.
Each disk member includes a closing member pivoting from the disk
member at one end whereby an intermediate portion of the closing
member moves across the cavity into a ring-shaped portion thereof
internal of the disk member. In operation, when the food bag neck
extends through the cavity and the closing member is pivotally moved
within the ring-shaped portion of the cavity, the neck is forced into the
cavity and retained therein in a press-fit. The storage rack means
includes a plurality of semi-circular rack apertures having diameters
slightly smaller than that of the disk-shaped members. Upon application
of the closing assembly means, the disk member is inserted into the rack
aperture and retainedly and releasedly held thereby also in a press-fit,
whereby the food bags are supported by the rack which is disposed at a
preselected desired location.
USD273162 Rack or similar article

1984-03-27

US4223791 Fishing rod holder
This invention relates to a fishing rod holder for resiliently securing and
holding a fishing rod or similar article, between the coils of a resiliently
secured helical spring.

1980-09-23

US4176752 Rack and golf cart
1979-12-04
A holder for golf clubs or similar articles is in the form of a continuous
strip of flexible but resilient material fastened to a base at spaced points
and bent, between those points, to define a series of adjacent loops to
grip the articles between them. Each of the loops has a body of resilient
foam within it to hold the loops yieldably distended. In one adaptation the
holder is mounted on a golf pull cart having wheels foldable to a position
where the pull cart can fit in the customary space on a motorized golf
cart provided for golf bags. In another form the cart is provided with a
pivoted leg for holding the cart in an upright position.
US4094255 Artist's palette, paint and accessory stand

1978-06-13
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A stand for use by an artist to hold all his necessary painting equipment
including palette, paints, brushes and the like; the stand including a
pedestal having sideward spreading feet at its lower end, and the upper
end of the pedestal having mounted thereupon, a horizontal flat board
and a box-like tray adjacent one edge thereof.

US4076348 Artist's kit
1978-02-28
A bench member has spaced opposite first and second ends, a top and a
bottom. A first pair of legs are foldably mounted on the bench member at
the bottom of the first end thereof. A first guide device is affixed to the
first pair of legs for removably supporting a palette between the first pair
of legs. A second pair of legs are foldably mounted on the bench member
at the bottom of the second end thereof. A second guide device is affixed
to the second pair of legs for removably supporting a canvas
therebetween. A storage box is pivotally affixed at a pair of corners of the
box to the bench at the top of the second end of the bench. The storage
box is for paints, brushes and supplies, and has a lid movably affixed to
the box for selectively covering the box. Canvas supporting devices are
provided on the inside surface of the lid for releasably mounting a canvas
thereon whereby the lid functions as an easel.
US4014453 Paint brush holder
1977-03-29
A holder for paint brushes which is adapted to rest over the rim of an
open paint can is described. The holder has a vertically-extending forked
member for freely supporting a brush at the narrow portion of the handle
thereof, and a downwardly-extending curvilinear portion forming a trough
surrounding the bristles of the brush, the upwardly-extending rim of the
trough has a rounded edge for removal of excess paint from the brush.

US3980264 Paint can and accessory holder
1976-09-14
A paint can and accessory holder for use with a ladder is provided. The
holder includes a horizontal base for supporting a paint can, a vertical
member having its lower end removably secured to the base, a horizontal
upper cross-arm removably secured along its mid-portion to the upper
end of the vertical member, and a clamp removably secured to one end
of the cross-arm and adapted to releasably grip a ladder or other fixed
structural member. The base includes a support mount and tray for
holding a paint can, as well as an accessory tray. The upper cross-arm is
provided with wet paint brush holding and storage means generally
vertically juxtaposed over the paint can holding tray so that brush
drippings will fall into an open paint can held by the tray. The holder is
adaptable to different size paint cans. The entire holder assembly is of
the knock-down type. It may be quickly and easily assembled and
disassembled as desired.
US3978984 Drill pack holder

1976-09-07
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A unitary holder for a set of masonry drills, or twist drills generally,
provides a main vertical plastic back plate upon the front of which are
mounted in parallel open ended cylindrical loops of selected sizes for
holding drills or other articles in parallel assembly with their shanks
disposed in pockets in line with the loops. The pockets receive the shank
ends of the drills and hold the drills with their cutting ends on a common
level. The loops hold the intermediate parts of the drills. A transverse
horizontal cover flange integral with the back plate extends across the
plate at right angles thereto a short distance above the loops. An
extension of the back plate above the horizontal flange holds all the drills
separately--endwise and sidewise--with minimal play. The main sheet
which forms the plastic back is flexible in the region between the flange
and the upper edge of the row of loops. The pockets which receive the
shank ends of the drills are located at positons which bring the tops of all
of the drills up to the level of the transverse flange, even though they
differ in length and diameter. The sheet in the region above the loops and
below the flangs constitutes a flexible connection which acts like a spring
hinge. It alows the extension of the main sheet above the flange to act as
a lever to raise and swing aside the flange from above the drills thereby
exposing the drills to easy extraction from their mounting on the main
sheet and for replacement of the same.
1976-05-04
US3954314 Paint box and easel combination
Easel base having compartment for paint tubes and also brushes has a
central rib formed with notches. A detachable lid for the base functions as
a palette. Hinged to the front edge of the base is an upright member
having a bail which fits into any of the rib notches through the base
center to adjust the angle of the easel upright relative to the tray. A
transverse first channel is fixed to the hinged upright member. An easel
extension slides in the upright socket and is fixed in extension by the
painting. Slidable on the bar is a second channel which is adjusted in
position by a thumb screw. A canvas or other painting surface is
supported at its bottom and top edges by the first and second channels.
For transportation and storage, the palette lid is placed on the tray,
holding the contents in their compartments. The top easel cross bar is
inverted and moved down to engage the edge of the palette and base,
locking the palette and box closed, thus holding both paints and brushes
in the base. The total configuration offers the artist a single compact
package for all his painting needs.
US3786913 ARTIST'S PAINT BOX
1974-01-22
An artist's paint box wherein a box body has a lid hinged thereto for
closing and opening movements, and a tray is mounted in the box body
and has a group of paint-receiving compartments with an endless sealing
ring surrounding these compartments. A palette is fixed to the lid in a
position to abut flatwise against the sealing ring when the lid is closed,
thereby preventing the paints from drying out. Moreover, a spongereceiving compartment is formed in the tray for holding a wet sponge,
whereby moisture may be conveyed to the paints to add moisture
thereto. The tray is made to hold brushes, while the box body below the
mounted tray provides for storage of paint tubes.
US3762570 NECKTIE HOLDER
1973-10-02
A necktie holder is formed of a simple molded piece of plastic with
abutment projections extending obliquely outward from a base and
fingers extending obliquely outward from the abutment projections so
that the front edge of each finger confronts the oblique edge of a
neighboring abutment projection to form a resilient slot for neckties. With
such an arrangement the resilience of each slot is independent of the
loading of other slots.
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US3702136 WRENCH HOLDER

1972-11-07

US3603551 TOOLHOLDING DEVICE
1971-09-07
A device for yieldably gripping long slender shanks of tools or implements
of different cross-sectional sizes and shapes for demountably supporting
the tools or implements in a stored position and without the use of
magnets.

1971-04-27
US3576252 ARTIST'S CARRYING CASE
An artist's carrying case in the form of a generally rectangular container
with a hinged lid and a removable tray with compartments of sizes and
configurations to contain clean and soiled brushes, paints, small jars of oil
and turpentine and the like, with a palette-forming cover receivable in
slideways in the sides of the box, the bottom of the box being partitioned
to provide compartments, one for soiled paper or cloth and the other for
rolls of clean paper or cloth and other miscellaneous equipment, the lid of
the box having elastic straps to hold knives and other utensils. On the
exterior of the front of the box there are elastic straps to hold a folding
easel, and a handle is attached along the longitudinal center of the top of
box and equally spaced from the ends of the box so that the weight will
be equally distributed for carrying by said handle.

US3365761 SHAFT HOLDING DEVICE

1968-01-30
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